
Mindspaces
Art-driven adaptive outdoors and indoors design

In a world where visual and textual data 
are in abundance,  V4Design is called to 
exploit all State-of-the-Art technological 
means so as to reuse and repurpose 
existing heterogeneous multimedia 
content so as to inspire and support the 
design, architecture, as well as 3D and 
VR game industries.

Objectives

- Visual analysis and 3D reconstruction

- Content extraction from textual and 
visual data

- Semantic knowledge representation 
and reasoning

- Text generation from semantic repre-
sentations

- Combining geometric, semantic and 
textual information in dynamic 3D 
objects

Use Cases

V4Design will validate the developed technologies through four use cases. The first 
two apply on architecture and design field, assisting architects, designers and artists 
to study various styles and support them to design and fabricate (a) large objects 
such as pavilions, land art, etc. and (b) novel collections of small scale industrial 
objects  like furniture. The later two use cases focus on VR game design, supporting 
the reuse of existing video content to build (c) interactive media and VR games and 
(d) VR environments that will allow users to have a realistic and immersive experi-
ence.

Impact

- Reuse/repurpose the vast troves of existing content. 
- Improve the inspiration and design process.
- Assist architects, designers and video game creators to have a greater impact with 
their work. 

Outcome

- The final V4Design solution which will be offered as a plug-in for the Rhino platform 
and as back-end modular platform for video game design.
- Research modules and services (e.g. localization of objects and buildings, 
extraction of architectural 3D models, extraction of aesthetic concepts and emotional 
affect, embedding of semantic knowledge in dynamic 3D models, etc.), under com-
mercial, open source or freeware licenses.

At A Glance: V4Design

Visual and textual content re-purposing 
FOR(4) architecture, Design and virtual 
reality games
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 Modern day urban and interior design addresses an ever-changing set of needs that arise in expand-
ing cities, in workplaces and homes requiring new functionalities and emotionally-relevant aesthet-
ics. MindSpaces aims to create a novel approach to urban and architectural design by generating 
3D-VR immersive and emotion-adaptive ‘neuro-environments’ that will help in designing emotional-
ly-relevant urban spaces.

Objectives
- Bring together artists, creatives and technology experts in the realm of techno science art
- Create tools and develop solutions for adaptive and inclusive spaces
- Dynamic adaptation to emotional, aesthetical and societal responses of end users
- Creating functionally and emotionally appealing architectural design 

Use Cases
 Mindspaces will validate the developed technologies through three use cases. The first one applies 
on outdoors urban environment, assisting architects, designers and artists to design an urban area 
of special cultural interest or an interactive art installation. 
The second use case will assist architecture offices in the design process of friendly, emotionally 
sensitive and functional interior workspaces and interior objects. The third use case relates to the 
design of emotionally-sensitive functional interior spaces for the elderly.

Expected results
 The final outcome of MindSpaces includes:
- Introduce collective mind design
- VR and EEG can be leveraged to use sentiments in human interaction in order to build better urban 
spaces
- Provide enhanced 3D models of outdoors and interior spaces to industries that rely on them (i.e. 
architects)
- Help architects build more functional and appealing interior and exterior spaces at architectural 
and urban scale
- Improved architecture design tools that integrate feedback on emotional and functional aspects of 
design propositions.
- The platform will allow unified access and consumption of heterogeneous, textual and visual 
content.
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